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ANALYSIS OF TRADITIONAL CHINESE DRAMA 

 

Traditional Chinese drama is more of a musical than a colloquial art. 

Although this is not an opera in the Western view, its development has 

always been in the mainstream of the evolution of national music. The 

elements of the Chinese drama are equally dance, dialogue, singing and 

instrumental music. The language of the Chinese theater is a combination of 

poetry and prose, literary and colloquial style, and each component is 

assigned a certain function. 

The content of the plays, sometimes very confusing, is, as a rule, themes 

and stories borrowed from legends and historical chronicles. The image of 

what is happening is far from realism: dkoratsii, with the exception of the 

backdrop, are missing, the props are kept to a minimum, the time and place 

of action are treated arbitrarily. The origins of the Chinese drama lie in the 

ritual dance and performances of court jesters. 

After the fall of the Han Dynasty (206–220 years before Christ) our era), 

the distribution receives a recitation accompanied by singing, dancing and 

comic reprises; In the era of the Northern Qi Dynasty (550–577 years before 

Christ), the first dance dramas appear. Along with this, by the 1st century 

AD, acrobatics, known as tszatsi (mixed art), are gaining popularity. This art 
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form, later called the Baysi (one hundred views), has survived to this day 

and plays an important role in the «Beijing opera.» From now on, the word 

si becomes a community of concepts for any drama. For example, jingxi 

means «capital drama», i.e. «Peking Opera». Another kind of entertaining 

performance, developed in the Han Dynasty, is the puppet theater (guei lei). 

Singing and dancing within the dramatic plot or without it become 

popular during the Tang Dynasty (618–906). In the XI century. a new 

musical style is introduced to the representations of recitative readers 

(chzhugundyao), when in one work several melodies of different tones are 

used. This innovation has had an impact on virtually all subsequent drama 

schools. Finally, in northern China in the era of the Yuan Dynasty  

(1260–1368), the theater blossomed for the first time in the full meaning of 

this word – zazaju (mixed drama). Usually the term «northern drama» 

(beijing) is compared with this term, unlike the «southern drama» (nanqyu), 

also known as siven (dramatic texts). After the «northern drama» decays, 

during the heyday comes the «southern drama» – this occurs in the era of 

the Ming dynasty (1368–1644), when it is also called chuantsi (the choice of 

stories). Among the great playwrights of the northern school belong Wang 

Shifu (1250), author of the drama «The Western Wing», żЮКЧ HКЧqТЧР 
(1214–1300) and Bai Bo (1226). Among the most famous dramas of the 

southern school should be called «Lute» by Gao Ming (1350)[4; 5].  

Usually the northern drama consists of four acts. The music of each act 

has its own tonality, and the vocal part is vested with only one main 

character. The main accompaniment instrument is the lute. The dramas of 

the southern school do not divide acts into acts, representing a lot of scenes, 

the music of each of them can sound in different keys, and the vocal parts 

are performed by several characters. Accompaniment is performed on the 

flute and ratchet. 

In the middle of the XVII century. distribution gets a new style – 

kunkyu. The most famous plays of this style include the «Pion gazebo» 
Tang Xianzu (1550–1617) and the «Palace of Eternal Life» Лв HШЧР SСОЧР 
(1645–1704). The kunqiu school is distinguished by attention to phonetics. 

The Chinese language is characterized by two main phonetic features: the 

monosyllabic nature of its hieroglyphics and inflection (change of voice 

tone) when pronounced. In general, four tones are used, for which kunqiu 

developed a detailed list of analogues from melodic figures. 

In the era of the reign of Emperor Qian Lun (1735–1796), many 

provincial troupes were called to Beijing and received the patronage of the 

court. As a result of competition between different regional styles, the 

bihuana style, presented by the troupe from Anhui province, is gaining 
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special popularity. At the beginning of the XIX century. Bijuan replaces 

kunqiu as the main style of Chinese theatrical art. Today, the bhiwuan 

tradition passed to the jingxi school, or jingju, which is known in the West 

as the «Beijing opera». Unlike other schools, jingxi remains a living, 

developing art. Over the past hundred years, this school has assimilated the 

characteristics of other local styles, largely benefited from the legacy of the 

Kunqui tradition and shifted it to staging a play of both northern and 

southern repertoire [5]. 

Thus, the development of Chinese drama, from the time of its inception 

to postmodernism, at different stages was accompanied by repulsion and 

imitation of the works of oral folk art. A specific feature of the first samples 

of the Chinese drama was the unconditional continuity of myths, folk 

legends and legends that influenced the further development of its structure 

and content [1; 2]. The unconditional combination in the texts of stories and 

music became the determining factors for the structure, the main elements of 

the substantial, external and internal organization of the drama[3]. In 

addition, most of the drama works for a long time there was no division into 

genres, namely: comedy, tragedy and drama proper. Exceptions were works 

of modern drama, according to the artists they could bring them closer to 

modern foreign models. 
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